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1. Let Siby) be the class of univalent bounded functions in the unit disc with

the series development

/(z)   =   S    byz\    0<by^l,

(1)
|/(z)| á i,    M = i.

This class has often been studied in the equivalent form of normalized univalent

functions

F{z)   = fe1_1/(2) = z+ Ï   tv\

(2)

a,  = A,       \Fiz)\ib;K

We shall study estimates for the coefficient aA in dependence on the first coefficient

by .¡For this purpose an inequality of the Grunsky-Nehari type [2], [3] will be used.

Such inequalities were first applied by V. Singh [4] in studying the coefficient a4 of

bounded univalent functions with real coefficients. The method of Singh, which

follows the argument of Charzynski and Schiffer [1] in the case of unbounded

univalent functions, can be extended to the case of nonreal coefficients. Though

much harder to apply here than in the real case, this method yields sharp bounds

for a4 in an interval of ¿^-values near by = 0 and in an interval near by = 1.

2. We consider the univalent and bounded function

(3) F(z) = V/(z2)

and apply to it the Grunsky-Nehari inequalities for such functions. We use spe-

cifically the estimate

(4)

13 / 3     \
a4 - 2a2a3 + —a\ + x\a2 + x2(a3 - a2) + 2xt la3 - -a\ I

Ú |(1 - b\)-\by\a2\2 + 2|x1|2(l - by) + |x2|2(l - b2y)-2byRe{xyä2}.
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Here Xy and x2 are arbitrary complex parameters. We simplify this inequality by

selecting

(5) x2 = 0,      Xy = I = real.

We find

a4 - 2a2a3 + — a\ + 21 a3 - -af \l + a2l2

(6)

= I(1 - 9l) - ïbl I "212 + 2'2(1 - &i) - 2^i ReW-

This is the same estimate which Singh used in the case of real coefficients [4].

There is no loss of generality if we assume

(7) a4 > 0,       Re{a2} ^ 0,

since we can always attain this situation for any function of the class S(by) by a

trivial rotation. In this case (6) can be weakened to

a4 ^ ¿(l-b3x)+2Re{a2X} + ^Re{a3} - \by\a2\2

(8)
- 2/(Re{l} + b!Re{a2}) + i2(2(l - bx) - Re{a2}),

with

(8') X = a3-\a\.

The inequality (8) implies, in particular,

(9) 2(1 - bx) - Re{a2} ̂  0.

It is well known that equality in this estimate is possible only for the function

z
(10) f(z) = p-1ibxP(z)l       p(z) =

(l-z)2

which maps | z | < 1 onto the unit disc minus a radial slit along the negative axis.

Assuming for the moment that we are not dealing with this particular function,

we can minimize the right-hand side of (8) by choosing

_ Re{A} + bxRe{a2}

yiL) 2(l-f>1)-Re{a2}

and find the most favorable estimate
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fl* S \ (1 - b\) + 2 Re{a2X} + ^Re{a3} - \bx\a2\2

(12)
_ (Reffl + bxRe{a2})2

2(1 - 6,) - Re{a2}

In the case of the exceptional function (10) the coefficients of I and I2 in (8) vanish

and aA equals the remaining right-hand terms. An easy calculation yields in this

case

(13) a4 = 4-20fc1 + 30&2-14fc1.

We return to the general case of the inequality (12) and rearrange its right-hand

side Y as follows :

Y=\(l-b\)-5-bx(Re{a2})2 + ^Re{a\} - 2lxn{a2}lm{X)

(14)

-\bx(lxn{a2})2 + 2Re{«a}[RfiW + bxRe{a2}^ - ffi^+ffiffiff •

The reason for this rearrangement is that we wish to replace everywhere Re{A}

by the combination Re{A} + ^Rej^} and to replace the right-hand side of F by

the largest value obtainable for any choice of this combination. We easily find

Fa 3(1 - b3) - ^x(Re{a2})2 + ^Re{a^} - 2 Im{a2}Im{A}

(15)

- ^(ImW)2 + (Re{a2})2(2(l - bx) - Re{a2})

and by a final rearrangement arrive at the following estimate which holds for all

functions in S(bx) except for the function (10):

aa \ (1 - b3) + ~(A - 9Z>1)(Re{a2})2 - ¿(Re{a2})3

(16)

- ^Re{a2}(Im{a2})2 - 2Im{a2}Im{A} - ±bx(lm{a2})2.

This is the fundamental inequality which will be the basis for our further

estimates. We note again the definition

3„2
~4a2A = a3 — —a

of the auxiliary parameter.
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3. One important problem in the further evaluation of (16) is the removal of

the parameter X by means of an additional inequality. In the case of unboun-

ded univalent functions the elimination of X was based upon the estimate

3|A|2^4-|a2|2

which is an immediate consequence of the area principle [1]. In the present case

of bounded functions we have to derive an analogous but more specific estimate.

We construct the function

(17) G(z) = 7/Wv/(z2)=vk (ï+«i*+«3*3+-)

which is likewise univalent; and since yjfiz2) is bounded, we can assert that

Giz) maps | z\ < 1 into the complex plane slit along the imaginary axis from — 2i

to 2i. Using the power-series developments

(18)

we find

(19)

V/(z2)= 7^ (biz+\bya2z3 + •••),

1 1/11 1     3 \
V)W)~  Vb[[z~2a2Z-2ÀZ  +- J

G(z) = Wi [* ~ ibl+ï*3 )z ~ ^bia2+v+'"]

Since yjbyG(z) is a normalized univalent function in |z) < 1,   we can conclude

from the classical area theorem that

bx + ^aa(20)

Hence we have the estimate

1
2+l\bya2 + X\2+-il.

(21) 3-\lb2+X\2z%l- bi +

This inequality is sharp in the case of the function (10) as can easily be verified.

Because of the inequality (21) it is convenient to replace the parameter X by

the new auxiliary quantity

(22) p = X + b2

and then express (21) in the form

(21') 3|p|2^4-|2ô.4-a2|2.
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We further introduce the quantities

Re{a2} = 2(1 - bx) - x, 0 < x ^ 2(1 - bx),

lm{a2} = y,       Re{p} = Ç,       Im{p} = n.

With these notations we may bring the inequality (16) into the form

a4 Ú \(l - b\) + ~(A - 9bx) [2(1 - bx) - xf - ^[2(1 - bx) - x]3

-5-[2(l-bx)-x-]y2-2yn + 3-bxy2

(24) i
= A- 20bx + 30b2 - lAb3x - (1 - bx)(l - llbx)x - -(3 + 2bx)x2

T

+T2x3-{¡-4bi--4xy-2yri-

Following the procedure in [1], we write

(25)
2        1    2 / 1      V-2yn = ay  +-n  —a ly + -n\

with a free parameter a > 0 and transform (24) into the inequality

a4 - (4 - 20bx + 30b2x - lAb\) ^ (1 - bx)(llbx - l)x -  ^(3 + 2fc1)x2

(26) 7   3/5^       5   \  2        2      1  2
+ T2X 3-[2-4bi--4x)y +«y + «"•

In view of (21') we have

(27) 3(£2 + n2) ^Ax-x2- y2,

i.e.,

(27') «2 = tX- \{%2 + y2)-

By means of this estimate we can now eliminate n from (26) and arrive at

a4 - (A - 20b y + 30b\ - lAb\) ú\~ + (l- by)(llby - 1)1 x

(28)

\     2 3a/ 12 \2        '      3a 4   J*

As in [1], it will be convenient to apply the inequality (28) with two different

choices of a > 0. We start with
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Case I.

(29) ± = (l-*l)(l-llbl),       «,1_-^__>0

which is admissible for by < 1/11.

This assumption yields the estimate

(30) a4 - (4 - 20b,. + 30b2y - Ub3y) t% - Ax2 - By2

with

A= J [7 - 82»! + llfr? — I*] .

(30')
5 (l-b.Xl-llfe.)     4 1_5

2        J + 4 3 (1 - frOa - ll&i)     4X'

We wish to prove that the left side in (30) is nonpositive, for by sufficiently

small. For this purpose it is enough to determine bounds for by which guarantee

that A and B are non-negative. We start with the condition

(31) A ̂  0,       i.e., ií3-(7-8t, + lift2).

Since we know from (7) the inequality x g 2(1 — by), we are led to the sufficient

condition

(32) 2il-by)^^l-8by + mlj,

that is,

(32') 33b\ - lOby + 1 > 0.

But this inequality is true for all real values by. Hence A > 0 for all values

0 z% x z% 2(1 - by).

Next we discuss the conditions which guarantee B ^ 0. That is,

(33) £ |[ll - 28*, + ll*2 - £ (1_bi)(1_nbi)] = «>,)•

We easily verify that ¿>(i>i) decreases monotonically as &! varies from zero to the

value 1/11. We can assert that

(34) a4 < 4 - 20by + 30i>2 - 14*?

as long as 0 < x iS cbibf). To discuss the validity of (34) for values x > cb(by), we

change now the value of a in the inequality (28) and proceed to
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Case II.

1
a = - :

2

In this case we may express (28) in the form

(35) aA - (A - 20bx + 30b2 - 14b3) ̂  - Cx - Dy2

with

(36)

= -  3 [(5 + 36bx - 33b2) - ¿(13 + 6bx)x + ^x2l,

8      .,        5
D = T-Aby--4x.

Clearly, by the bounds on x in (23) we have

(37) Z> > | - 4^ _ |(1 - &1) = | - |fri

and this quantity is non-negative for

(38) by<\.

Since x > 0, the validity of the inequality (34) depends then only on the sign of

the polynomial

(39) r(x) = 5 + 36bt - 33b2 - ^(13 + 6bt)x + -x2.

Since (34) is verified for x ^ <t>(bx), we have only to show that r(x) is negative

for values

(40) <p(bx)úxú2(l-bx),       0<bx<1-.

Since r(x) is a polynomial of second degree which becomes large positive for

large values of x, it is sufficient to guarantee that r(x) is negative at the end points

of the interval (40) in order to ensure its negative character inside. We easily

calculate

(41) r[2(l - byf] = - 1 + 29bi - 20b2 < 0   for 0 g bx < -^.

A somewhat more complicated numerical test shows that

(42) r[<b(by)A<0   for0^tgl|.

We thus proved:
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Theorem I. In the class S(bf) of bounded univalent functions the fourth

coefficient satisfies the inequality

(43) | a41 g 4 - 20*! + 30*2 - 14*?

at least in the interval

(44) °^b^m-

Equality in (43) is possible only in the case of the radial slit mapping (10).

4. We have used rather crude estimates to obtain the result summarized in

Theorem I. The main intention until now was to show that the inequality (4) leads

to an estimate for the fourth coefficient of a univalent bounded function for small

enough by, even if the assumption on the reality of the coefficients is dropped.

In this section we shall now try to improve the range of by for which the estimate

(43) is valid by optimal choice of the parameter a in the inequality (28).

Indeed, we may select for given values of x and y the parameter a such that

the right-hand side of (28) becomes minimal. We rearrange (28) in the form

a4-(4-20*1 + 30*2-14fe?)gy l^l - *.)(11*, - 1)-|(3 + 2*,)x + Jx2l

(45) /5     ..        5   \  2     4x-x2-y2        2
-(2-4*1 --4x)v2 +-WJL- + ,*,

Clearly

,.,y. 4x- x2 - y2       ,   .   „i   ,   /4x - x2 - v2

(46) —3^+y«^2\y\J—r-2-

for all positive a, provided that 4x — x2 — y2 ^ 0. This inequality must hold

since the right-hand side in (45) is bounded from below for all positive values of a.

If we use the definitions (23) of x and y, we find that this condition reduces to

(47) [2*.+a2|2^4

which is an immediate and trivial consequence of the area theorem (20).

To obtain equality in (46), we have to choose

The case y = 0 may be considered as a limit case and does not give any special

difficulty. We can always assert the inequality

a4 - (4 - 20*1 + 30*2 - Ub\) Ú ̂ -i(x) - fê- 4by - -^y2

+ 2M J4X-f-y2=Fix,y).
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Here í(x) is the quadratic polynomial in x :

(50) t(x) = 3(1 - bx)(llbx - 1) - -2(3 + 2bi)x + ^x2.

Next we will ask for the maximum value of the right-hand term F(x, y) for

fixed x and all admissible values y. Since F(x,y) is even in y, we may assume

without loss of generality that y ^ 0.

We use the abbreviations

(51) rj = ^_4b1-^x,     F=^(4x-x2)

and consider the equivalent problem to maximize the function

(52) q(y) = 2yJ¡V-¿y2}-Uy2

in the intervalo ^ y ^ j (3V). Straightforward differentiation leads to the follow-

ing condition for the value of y at interval extrema:

V-\y2
(53) =Uy.

JHy2)
Solving this algebraic equation for y, we obtain the determinations for the possible

extremum points:

(54)

i*-fr
However, it should be observed that in the case U > 0, equation (53) requires

V— 2y2/3>0 if we look for positive ^-values. In this case only y\ will be

permissible. On the other hand, for U < 0 we have to demand V — 2y2 ¡3 < 0,

which leads to the only possibility y\. Thus we found: The internal extremal

point for q(y) satisfies the equation

(55) y2 = \v[
1    u

AM-
It is easily seen that q'(y) is positive at y = 0 and tends to negative infinity values

at y = y/(3V). Thus the point (55) leads to a maximum of q(y), and we find from

(52) and (55)
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-*UV+*vJ(l+U2y
2 2

We insert this maximum value of q(y) into the right side of (49) and obtain

the result:

Theorem II.   Using the best possible choice of the positive parameter  a,

we obtain the following estimate for a4 in terms of x:

(57) a4 - (4 - 20bx + 30b2 - 14b3) z% ̂  x M(x)

with

Mix) = 3(1 - by)(llby - 1) - |(3 + 2by)x + \x2

(58)

+ |<4-*> M+^-^-^-H-
By use of this inequality we can improve the interval for by, for which the

estimate (43) is valid. Indeed, this inequality depends solely on the sign of M(x)

in the interval 0 < x ^ 2(1 — by).

We are indebted to Dr. G. Forsythe for evaluating M(x) on a digital computer

in the intervals needed for various values of by. It was found that M(x) is negative

at least for all values of by i£ 3 /100 and the estimate (43) has thus been established

up to this value of by. It was also found that M(0) is positive for bx = 1/25,

which shows that our method cannot be extended beyond this point.

5. We turn now to the problem of estimating the coefficient a4, as the first

coefficient by is near its other extreme value, namely 1. For this purpose we

start again with our initial inequality (4) and choose

(59) Xy = a2,       x2 = 0

which yields

ú\(l-b\) + -\a2\\A-9by).12(60)

This implies

(61) Re{a4} = |(1 - b3) + \\a2\2(A - 9bx) - ¿Re{a3}.

Instead of (7) we make now the assumption

(62) a4'> 0,       a2i=M+ iv,      « _ 0.
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This normalization can always be achieved by a properly chosen rotation. We

bring (61) into the form

(63) a4 £ |(1 - b\) +1(4 - 9e,)«2 - ^«3 + v21^(4 - 9*.) + J «] .

Using the estimate

(64) 0 ̂  u ^ - 2(1 - by)

we find

(65) 1.(4-9*0+ ^1/ ̂ 0   for by £ ^

and

(66) «2[i(4 - 9*!) - ¿ "] ^ ¿«2[19 - 34*,] ^0   for by £ g.

Hence we proved

(67) a4^(l-b\)   for l^*!^g.

There arises finally the question of the extremum function for which equality

holds in (67). Observe that the additional terms in (63) can only vanish for by

> 19 / 34 if a2 = u + it; = 0. Hence we must seek the extremum function in the

subclass of S(*i) with a2 = 0. For such functions we can write (4) in the form

(x2 = 0)

(68) | a4 + 2x,a31 ^ |(1 - *?) + 2|x. |2(1 - *,.).

Choose now xt = ä3 and assume a4 > 0; we obtain

(69) a4^?(l-*?)-2*1|fl3|2.

Thus equality in (67) is possible only for functions in S(by) with a2 = a3 = 0.

Finally we could characterize the extremum function for the inequality (67)

within S(by) by the variational differential equation. Using the Marty relations

which follow from the differential equation, we can express *4, fc5,--- as functions

with real coefficients in terms of by, b2 and *3. Hence it is evident that the

extremum function must have real coefficients and maps the disc onto a domain

symmetric with respect to the real axis.

Singh [4] has studied the special case of real functions in S(by) and has deter-

mined the extremum function for (67) in this subclass. We have now shown that

no additional extremum function can exist.
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